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Spiritual and Civic Regulation for the Children of Mary

Dear children,

Due to the end of times and the beginning of inner purification of souls, I emit to you this basic
regulation of consecration of the Children of Mary who, by signing it, will be accepting the
foundations of this consecration and of this regulation, which will help you all to maintain
yourselves within the Purpose and within the Law of the Hierarchy, the Law of Love.

This regulation is born to respond to the need of taking care of all the Children of Mary, not only of
their consecration as Children, which has a spiritual value, but also to protect the Work within
ethical, moral and civic values.

Remember that the affiliated to Association Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception, register
themselves within the absolute spirit of accepting the proposal that the Divine Messengers present
in this cycle.

Association Mary is the legal and spiritual mother that protects the consecration of all Children of
Mary within the living of Christic values of spirituality, as well as within moral, ethical and mental
balance.

Given the spiritual need for the consecration to become more clear, Your Heavenly Mother is
presenting to you, on this day, the basic spiritual and civic regulation that the Children of Mary,
consecrated and to be consecrated in the future, must accept and send, signed, agreeing with the
proposal and assuming total adhesion and trust to the guidance of the Spiritual Hierarchy. It is for
this fundamental reason that each Child of Mary, having been consecrated a long time ago or
recently, will have to make vows before the Hierarchy, committing themselves with the following:

First

To keep a life of prayer for one's own redemption and for the redemption of the world. To maintain
a rhythm of daily prayer for peace and for the fulfillment of the Plans of the Creator.

Second

A consecrated Child of Mary assumes total adhesion and obedience to the indications and
instructions that they receive from Association Mary, an ecumenical and spiritual entity that
supports and accompanies them on their inner path.

Third

Every Child of Mary, once consecrated, assumes not to participate in any movement, doctrine,
group, human social or spiritual association of any kind that opposes itself to the assumed values of
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a life of prayer, service, mercy and charity inspired by the Divine Messengers. This means, children,
that each Child of Mary, once consecrated, assumes the proposal presented by the Most Holy Virgin
and also signs on this document their spiritual, moral or human disengagement from any spiritual
movement that is not the Christianity taught by the Most Reverend Lord Jesus Christ according to
His Gospel and Instruction.

Fourth
Association Mary, as guardian and speaker of all the consecrated Children of Mary, has the
authority, the permission and the responsibility before each one of them to indicate, notify, orient,
accompany and determine their disaffiliation from the entity for the following reasons: 

A) When they present mental problems that determine that the person cannot assume, by
themselves, their own consecration, nor can it be assumed by some responsible person.

B) Due to evident reasons that they maintain, in a parallel form, any spiritual and human link to
other movements that contradict the Christian ecumenism and that are out of the proposal of being a
Child of Mary.

C) In face of any situation, be it spiritual, mental or human, that impedes them to assume their own
consecration, or that puts in risk and compromises Association Mary, or other consecrated children.

D) Due to slander, verbal, social or public mistreat of the Work of the Most Holy Virgin Mary, or
for generating confusion, commentaries or any kind of individual or group movement that
compromises the values of respect, fraternity and transparency held among members registered in
Association Mary.

E) Due to passing away. In this case, the consecrated Child will be terminated from the Association,
holding the presence of this soul in the Kingdom of the Heavens among all the consecrated
Children. Association Mary will send a document to the corresponding family members, informing
them about the decision made. 

F) In the face of any other spiritual, mental, emotional or human situation that compromises their
own consecration due to the purification of these times.

Every Child of Mary assumes, through this signed document, that they could be officially
disaffiliated from their consecration and openly accepts to maintain their inner consecration to the
Divine Mother. In the case of being disaffiliated they cannot keep the materials received at the
moment of their consecration. Therefore, they must hand over all of these elements to preserve from
themselves, or from their own impossibility, the Work of the Heavenly Hierarchy.

Fifth

All the Children of Mary, through this document that will have to be signed by each one, assume
and accept, trustfully, any determination, action or procedure from the Board of the Association
Mary about their possible disaffiliation from the entity, which integrates them as consecrated
members of Association Mary. Every affiliate entirely accepts any observation or decision that, for
logical reasons, may lead the Association itself to take a rapid determination.

This regulation intends to reinforce the true commitment of each consecrated being to the Hierarchy
as a healthy and harmonious response to protect, from oneself, what the Divinity intends to build,
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assuming that in the time of purification, everything is unpredictable.

I will thank that all of My consecrated Children receive from the Board of the Association Mary a
copy of this document so that, as soon as possible, they may send it back signed for it to be
registered and archived. 

If any Child does not accept this regulation, I lovingly ask them to return all the elements of the
consecration and that theyapproach some Marian Center to pray and ask for light because the
consecration is a commitment assumed consciously out of love for the Plan.

I thank you for understanding Me!

For a major purpose,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


